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John Grasso 2013-11-14 The Historical Dictionary of Boxing focuses on the as champions of boxing along with the important people, events, places, organizations, and on the technical terminology and jargon you have to know just to follow the bouts. The introduction provides a broad view of boxing’s history while the chronology traces events from 688 B.C. to 2012 A.D. Not all that much has been written on boxing that is not appetizing, but much of that literature can be found in this book. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about the sport of boxing.
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The Historical Dictionary of Boxing contains over 500 cross-referenced entries on boxing's history while the chronology traces events from 688 B.C. to 2012 A.D. Not all that much has been written on boxing that is not appetizing, but much of that literature can be found in this book. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about the sport of boxing.